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How the American Public is Deceived by the News
and Canada’s “Torture Act”
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Core Inflation in the US Would Be Just As Low As in the Eurozone if Measured on the Same
Basis, Washington’s Blog, March 11, 2015

Despite Stronger U.S. Growth Anyone with a pulse knows that Europe is stuck in a downturn
worse than the Great Depression. Most think that the U.S. has fared better … but that is
debatable. Mega-bank Société Générale’s strategist Albert Edwards…

Terrorism is “Made in the USA”. The Global War on Terrorism is a Fabrication, A Big Lie,  Prof
Michel Chossudovsky, March 11, 2015

Prominent academic and author Dr Michel Chossudovsky warned that the so-called war on
terrorism is  a front to propagate America’s global  hegemony and create a New World
Order. Dr Chossudovsky said terrorism is made in the US and that terrorists…

A New World Order: A Threat to Sovereign States, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohamad, March 11,
2015

New World Order a big threat to sovereign states, speakers at an international conference
say. The anti-war initiative, Perdana Global Peace Foundation, has a single goal of putting an
end to war. Founded by Malaysia’s former Prime Minister Dr Mahathir…

Suppressing Key Facts, How the American Public Is Deceived by the “News”, Eric Zuesse,
March 11, 2015
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If  the  public  is  systematically  lied-to  by  the  Government  and by  a  virtually  uniformly
cooperative press suppressing key facts in order to pump that lie, such as was the case
during 2002 and 2003 in the lead-up to America’s invasion…

Boris  Nemtsov  Assassination:  Confession  of  Former  Russian  Officer  could  Prompt  “Mole-
Hunt”,  Dr.  Christof  Lehmann,  March  11,  2015

The Moscow Basmanny Court,  on Sunday, sanctioned the detention of  three additional
suspects in the case of the murder of Russian politician Boris Nemtsov. Meanwhile, Daur
Dadayev ,  a  former Chechen officer pleaded guilty  for  his  involvement.  The developments
prompt…

Impending Threat to Canadian Democracy: Harper Government’s “Anti-Terrorism Act” isn’t
about Terrorism, it’s a Torture Act, Michael Keefer, March 11, 2015

The  Harper  government’s  Bill  C-51,  or  Anti-Terrorism Act,  subverts  basic  principles  of
constitutional law, assaults rights of free speech and free assembly, and is viciously anti-
democratic.

Fukushima Coverup: Sick US Navy Sailors’ Class Action Law Suit, US Government, Doctors
Bury Truth about Fukushima RadiationBy David Gutierrez, March 10, 2015

Image: Navy Lieutenant Steve Simmons U.S. Navy sailors exposed to radioactive fallout
from the Fukushima nuclear disaster have been falling ill, even as the Defense Department
insists that they were not exposed to dangerous levels of radiation. Many of the…
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